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Exploring the resolution limit of electron-beam lithography is of great interest both scientifically and
technologically. However, when electron-beam lithography approaches its resolution limit, imaging
and metrology of the fabricated structures by using standard scanning electron microscopy become
difficult. In this work, the authors adopted transmission-electron and atomic-force microscopies to
improve the metrological accuracy and to analyze the resolution limit of electron-beam lithography.
With these metrological methods, the authors found that sub-5 nm sparse features could be readily
fabricated by electron-beam lithography, but dense 16 nm pitch structures were difficult to yield.
Measurements of point- and line-spread functions suggested that the resolution in fabricating sub-10
nm half-pitch structures was primarily limited by the resist-development processes, meaning that the
development rates depended on pattern density and/or length scale. © 2010 American Vacuum

Society. �DOI: 10.1116/1.3501359�
I. INTRODUCTION

The continued miniaturization of devices requires high-
resolution nanofabrication techniques and processes.
Electron-beam lithography �EBL� is an industrially well-
established nanofabrication method and has been widely
used in bit-patterned media,1 high-resolution templated
self-assembly,2,3 sub-10 nm nanoelectronic device research,4

and mask manufacturing.5 Achieving the highest possible
resolution of EBL is important for these applications. Recent
progress has been made in ultrahigh-resolution EBL with the
emergence of new tools,6 resists,7–10 and processes.11–14 For
example, sub-5 nm half-pitch features have been reported
using a Raith150-TWO EBL system with a salty-
development process using hydrogen silsesquioxane �HSQ�
resist.6 However, fundamental questions still remain about
the resolution limit of EBL. A better understanding of these
fundamentals could enable further improvements in the res-
olution of EBL. To address these issues, we need to image
and measure nanostructures accurately at sub-10 nm dimen-
sions. However, at such small length scales, metrology be-
comes challenging.15,16 For example, considering a critical-
dimension control standard deviation of 10% for sub-5 nm
half-pitch features implies a metrology accuracy of
�0.1 nm, which poses a challenge to even the best scanning
electron microscopes �SEMs�.
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Transmission-electron microscopy �TEM� has the highest
lateral resolution of any existing metrological method, and it
has been extensively used in nanofabrication17,18 and in the
semiconductor manufacturing industry19 for measuring the
critical dimension of lithographic features, the accuracy of
feature placement, and the thickness of functional layers �by
cross-section imaging�. On the other hand, atomic-force mi-
croscopy �AFM� has the highest vertical resolution of any
known metrological technique. With its intrinsic advantage
over TEM and SEM of operation in ambient condition, AFM
has been used for measuring the diameter of nanoparticles20

and quasi-one-dimensional structures.21

In this report, with the use of TEM, AFM, and SEM, we
found that the feature size defined by EBL could be as small
as 4 nm, but dense features with a half-pitch less than 8 nm
were difficult to yield even with a high-contrast development
process. To explain these results, we first measured the line-
spread function �LSF� and the point-spread function �PSF� of
the EBL using TEM. Then, we calculated that the image
contrast in dense patterns was sufficiently high, and therefore
the beam spot size and proximity effects did not limit the
resolution of EBL in our case. We thus hypothesize that the
resolution of EBL was primarily limited by the development
process at the sub-10 nm half-pitch scales.

II. EXPERIMENTS AND METROLOGY STRATEGY

To use TEM and AFM to measure the dimension of
electron-beam-defined features, the sample preparation pro-
cess was different from that for SEM metrology. For TEM
metrology, the substrate had to be thin enough to be trans-

parent to electrons. Additionally, AFM measurements of lat-
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eral dimensions are inaccurate due to tip convolution effects.
Therefore, special sample preparation processes were re-
quired to collapse features and convert feature width to ac-
curate height measurements. We describe the sample prepa-
ration and metrological strategies below.

A. Electron-beam lithography

HSQ �XR1541� was adopted as the electron resist for the
study. Electron-beam lithography was done using a Raith
150 with an accelerating voltage of 30 kV, an aperture size of
20 �m �corresponding to a beam current of �180 pA�, and
a working distance of �6 mm. After lithography, samples
were developed using a salty-development process
�1% NaOH+4% NaCl, 4 min, 24 °C�11 and rinsed in de-
ionized water. To study and analyze the resolution limit of
electron-beam lithography, we fabricated both sparse and
dense features and measured the point-/line-spread functions.
To obtain the highest resolution features, the dose for both
sparse posts/lines and dense nested Ls was optimized.
Samples for TEM metrology were fabricated on freestanding
50-nm-thick low-stress silicon nitride �nonstoichiometric,
close to SiN� membrane substrates �3 mm diameter, bought
from Ted Pella Corp.�, and those for AFM and SEM metrol-
ogy were fabricated on silicon �100� substrates.

B. TEM metrology

TEM metrology was done by using a JEOL JEM 2010F
microscope in the bright field mode with an accelerating
voltage of 200 kV. Collapsed high-aspect-ratio ��20:1�
HSQ posts were imaged to obtain the resolution limit of
isolated dots, and nested Ls �the HSQ thickness was
�20 nm� were imaged to get the resolution limit of dense
structures. Considering the background signal caused by sili-
con nitride membrane substrates, a minimal objective aper-
ture size and a slight underfocus were used to enhance the
image contrast of the exposed structures when imaging.

C. AFM metrology

The AFM measurement strategy is shown in Fig. 1. We

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram showing the method used to measure the lateral
dimensions of isolated �a� posts and �b� lines by converting lateral measure-
ments to accurate vertical measurements.
fabricated very high-aspect-ratio ��20:1� features by
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electron-beam lithography exposures of a thick resist �
�100 nm�. These high-aspect-ratio structures naturally fell
over or collapsed during the postdevelopment drying pro-
cess. As shown in Fig. 1, this collapse turned a vertical post
into a horizontal rod and a vertical line into a rectangular
area. Thus, we could measure the height of the rod to obtain
the diameter of the original post and the thickness of the
lateral rectangular area to obtain the linewidth of the original
line. AFM was done by using a DI Dimension-3000 micro-
scope in the tapping mode.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We show the measured highest resolution of sparse posts/
lines and dense nested Ls in this section. To analyze the
resolution limiting factors of high-density structures, we
used the point-/line-spread function to calculate the dose
modulation in our designed patterns.

A. Measurement of sparse features

Figure 2 shows representative SEM, TEM, and AFM im-
ages of different fallen-over HSQ posts. From the SEM im-
age �a�, we know that the HSQ feature was very small, but
we cannot obtain the exact feature size due to the blurring of
feature edges. The edge blur of the SEM image was caused
by the finite beam size and electron interaction volume in the
material, which cannot be eliminated. Hence, it is difficult to
obtain sub-1 nm measurement accuracy by SEM. In contrast,
Fig. 2�b� shows the TEM image of a HSQ post fabricated
with the same dose as in Fig. 2�a� �15 fC, �94 000 elec-
trons�, in which we can clearly see the edges of this fallen-
over post and thus obtain its dimension of �4 nm. The mea-
surement accuracy from this TEM image can approach 0.1
nm, as suggested by Fig. 2�b�. Figure 2�c� gives a TEM
image of a fallen-over HSQ post with a higher dose �20 fC,
�124 000 electrons�, from which we obtained the diameter
of the HSQ post of 5.5 nm. This larger post scattered more
incident electrons, leading to a higher signal to noise ratio
than in Fig. 2�b�. Thus, we can see a better image contrast. In
Figs. 2�b� and 2�c�, the shape of the rods corresponds to the
cross sections of the high-aspect-ratio posts, which contain
information on the forward scattering angle of the electron
beam as it enters the resist. The diameter of the post was
very uniform along the entire post, which puts an upper limit
on the forward scattering angle of the beam of �10 mrads.
Figure 2�d� shows an AFM image of a fallen-over HSQ array
of posts fabricated with the same dose as Fig. 2�c� �20 fC�,
from which we can determine the diameter of HSQ posts to
be �5.6 nm. This measured diameter matches closely with
that from TEM metrology �Fig. 2�c��.

Figure 3 shows the AFM measurement of fallen-oven
high-aspect-ratio ��20:1� HSQ lines with a dose of 9 nC/cm
��5600 electrons /nm�. By measuring the thickness of
fallen-over lines, we can obtain the linewidth of original
HSQ lines of �3.8 nm, which strengthens the claim that
sub-4 nm sparse features can be achieved using EBL. Com-
paring to TEM and SEM metrology, this AFM metrological

strategy provides a more convenient way to measure the di-
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mensions of ultrasmall features because it can be done in
ambient condition; i.e., no high vacuum is required. The
drawback of this AFM metrology is that it is an indirect
measurement method that requires collapse of features.

B. PSF and LSF measurements

PSF and development contrast are the two most important
factors that determine the resolution of EBL. To analyze the
resolution limit of EBL or to correct for proximity effect, the
PSF must be accurately measured especially within the 10
nm radius from the center of exposure. With the use of ac-
curate TEM metrology, we experimentally measured the PSF
down to a 3 nm radius. The PSF was determined by plotting
1/dose versus the measured feature radius, as described in
Ref. 22. With a similar method �but using a linewidth instead
of a feature radius�, LSF was also measured, which could be
used to analyze the resolution limit of parallel-line patterns.

Figure 4 shows the measurement results of PSF �a� and
LSF �b�. We also did Monte Carlo simulation23 for PSF and
LSF, as shown by the dashed lines in the figures. Monte
Carlo simulated PSF and LSF were in good agreement with
the experimental data.

Data fitting of the PSF and LSF was done to extract ana-
lytic functions that can be used for dose-distribution and
proximity-effect calculations. The phenomenological equa-
tion consisting of a sum of two Gaussians and a hyperbolic
function was found to fit the data well for exposure at 30
kV.24 In our case, the backscattering of electrons in the 50-
nm-thick freestanding SiN membrane was negligible. Hence,
we further simplified our analytical function, using only a
single Gaussian to describe the forward-scattered electrons,
and a hyperbolic function. The fitted formulas are shown in

FIG. 2. �Color online� Images of fallen-over high-aspect-ratio HSQ posts fab
process �1% NaOH+4% NaCl, 4 min, 24 °C�. �a� SEM image of a post w
posts with doses of 15 and 20 fC ��1.2�105 electrons�, respectively; �d� AF
AFM metrologies were silicon, and those for TEM metrology were 50-nm-t
current was �180 pA, corresponding to a spot size �4 nm. The SEM wa
distance of �6 mm; bright field TEM was done in a JEOL JEM 2010F tool
tool in tapping mode.
the insets of Figs. 4�a� and 4�b�, and the fitting curves
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matched well with the measured and simulated data. It
should be noted that the parameter � in PSF is an indicator
of “forward scattering distance” in electron-beam lithogra-
phy, while the parameter � in LSF has no obvious physical
meaning and is only a fitting parameter in this case, so their
values are not comparable.

FIG. 3. �Color online� AFM image of fallen-over HSQ lines. The thickness
of HSQ was �100 nm, the pitch of designed lines was 500 nm, and the line
dose was 9 nC/cm �5600 electrons/nm�. All other lithography and develop-
ment parameters were same as those indicated in Fig. 2. The AFM was done
in a DI Dimension-3000 tool in tapping mode. Bottom: section profile along

d using a Raith 150 EBL system at 30 kV followed by a salty-development
se of 15 fC ��9.4�104 electrons�; ��b� and �c�� TEM micrographs of HSQ
age of HSQ post array with dose of 20 fC/post. The substrates for SEM and
ilicon nitride membranes. The thickness of HSQ was �100 nm. The beam
en in the Raith 150 with an accelerating voltage of 10 kV and a working
an accelerating voltage of 200 kV; AFM was done in a DI Dimension-3000
ricate
ith do
M im
hick s
s tak
with
the indicated line.
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C. Resolution limit of dense structures

High-density structures are more interesting and impor-
tant than isolated structures in manufacturing high-density
magnetic storage media,1,13 integrated circuits, and supercon-
ducting nanowire single photon detectors.25 However, fabri-
cation of high-density structures is much more difficult than
the fabrication of sparse features due to the proximity effect
induced by nonideal initial beam spot sizes, forward scatter-
ing electrons, secondary electrons, and backscattering elec-
trons. To investigate the resolution limit for patterning high-
density structures, we used nested-L patterns with varying
pitches.

Figure 5 shows SEM images of high-resolution-EBL re-
sults for nested-L patterns ranging from 10 to 20 nm pitches.
We can see that 20 nm pitch HSQ structures were well re-
solved and that 10 nm pitch structures were also resolvable.
However, there are two issues with these SEM images: �1�
The feature sizes cannot be accurately measured, and �2� the
quality of fabricated dense structures, such as the presence of
footing/bridging between the lines, cannot be determined.
These issues are critical in real applications, but SEMs do

FIG. 4. �Color online� �a� PSF and �b� LSF measured by TEM on 50-nm-
thick SiN membrane substrate with an accelerating voltage of 30 kV, their
analytically fitted curves �solid lines�, and Monte Carlo simulated curves
�dashed lines�. The PSF measurement was done on �120-nm-thick HSQ,
while the LSF was measured on �20-nm-thick HSQ. The measurement
method was the same as that described in Ref. 22. The unit of the parameter
� in PSF and � in LSF is nanometer. For simulations, the parameters are
listed below: 30-nm-thick HSQ, 50-nm-thick SiN membrane substrate, 30
kV exposure voltage, 4 nm spot size, and 50 000 000 incident electrons,
including secondary electrons.
not provide sufficient information to answer these questions.
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To address above-mentioned issues, we fabricated nested
Ls on membrane substrates and used TEM to characterize
them. Figures 6�a�–6�d� show TEM micrographs of HSQ
nested Ls from 10 to 20 nm pitches, from which we can
confirm that 20 nm pitch structures were well-defined and 10
nm pitch structures were still resolvable. It should be noted
here that the features on the membrane �Fig. 6�d�� tended to
collapse though their aspect ratio was not as high as these on
a silicon substrate �Fig. 5�d��, which might be caused by the
adhesion problem between HSQ and SiN membranes or the
deformation mismatch of HSQ and SiN. With the high mea-
surement accuracy of TEM, we obtained the accurate feature
size of HSQ lines, as indicated in Fig. 6�c�, where a 4 nm
linewidth was obtained in 16 nm pitch HSQ nested Ls.

FIG. 5. SEM images of HSQ nested Ls from 10 to 20 nm pitches fabricated
by using a Raith 150 EBL system at 30 kV and a salty-development process.
The corresponding line doses were �a� �4000, �b� �4400, �c� �5000, and
�d� �6300 electrons /nm. The thickness of HSQ was 26 nm. The aperture
was 20 �m, corresponding to a beam current of �180 pA and a spot size
of �4 nm.

FIG. 6. Bright field TEM micrographs of HSQ nested Ls with varying pitch:
�a� 10 nm, ��b� and �b��� 12 nm, ��c� and �c��� 16 nm, and �d� 20 nm. The
thickness of HSQ was about 18 nm, and the substrate was 50-nm-thick
silicon nitride membrane. All other EBL parameters were same as those in
Fig. 5. TEM was done in a JEOL JEM 2010F tool with an accelerating

voltage of 200 kV.
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Meanwhile, the TEM micrographs also showed resist resi-
dues between the lines, which could not be seen in the SEM
images.

To further study the residue between the designed fea-
tures, we selected defective HSQ films �due to the dewetting
during the spin-coating process� for exposure. Representative
results are shown in Figs. 6b� and 6c�. With the help of
defects, the image was more easily interpreted, so we could
evaluate the residues between the designed features. For ex-
ample, from Fig. 6c�, we see that the residues exist in 16 nm
pitch HSQ features, which means that 16 nm pitch structures
were difficult to completely resolve at our exposure and de-
velopment conditions. For smaller pitches, more residues
were evident, as shown in Fig. 6b� �12 nm pitch�, which
indicates that these structures were more difficult to resolve.

D. Analysis and discussion

As seen in the above results, sub-4 nm sparse HSQ fea-
tures were fabricated by EBL, but dense 16 nm pitch struc-
tures were difficult to yield. Generally, poor latent-image
contrast due to proximity effects, i.e., the overlap of PSFs,
was considered to be the reason for this difference. But we
argue below that proximity effect alone could not explain the
residue in between the lines, and that some additional
affect—possibly a pattern-dependence of development
rates—was responsible.

Consider the exposure dose profile of two adjacent lines,
as shown in the left schematic in Fig. 7. The resultant dose
profile is the sum of the LSFs of the individual lines, as
shown in the right schematic. Hence, the area between the
two lines will be partially exposed due to electron scattering.
Setting the origin of the x-axis at the left line and defining p
as the separation between lines, the dose maxima dose�0�
and dose�p� occur at x=0 and p, respectively, and the dose
minimum dose�p /2� is in between the lines at x= p /2. When
the dose�p /2� is larger than the onset dose �for the negative
resist, the onset dose is defined as the minimum dose at
which the resist remaining after the development is not zero�,
there will be a residue between the lines. Both dose�0� and
dose�p /2� are functions of exposure dose and line separation
p.

Because we have already measured the LSF �as shown in
Fig. 4�b��, we can calculate both dose�0� and dose�p /2� as a
function of pitch p at a given original deposited dose. Ex-

FIG. 7. �Color online� Schematic illustrating the overlap of two line-spread
functions of two adjacent lines �left� and the formation of dose modulation
resulting in partial cross-linking of spacing area between them �right�.
tending the calculation to the nested-L pattern and defining
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dose�0� as the dose of the middle line, as illustrated in Fig.
8�a�, we can calculate the maximum dose dose�0� and its
adjacent minimum dose dose�p /2� as follows:

dose�0� = D + 2D � LSF�p� + 2D � LSF�2p� + 2D

� LSF�3p� ,

dose�p/2� = 2D � LSF�p/2� + 2D � LSF�3p/2� + 2D

� LSF�5p/2� + D � LSF�7p/2� ,

where D is the exposure line dose and LSF is line-spread
function, as illustrated in Fig. 4�b�. LSF�r�=A exp�−r /��
+B�1 /r��, in which A=736, B=109, �=1.94, and �=0.88.
Image contrast K defined as K= �dose�0�
−dose�p /2�� / �dose�0�+dose�p /2�� is used to describe the
amount of dose modulation. Better contrast �i.e., larger K�
results in better resolvability. By calculation, we could obtain
the image contrast, as shown in Fig. 8�b�, from which we can
see that the image contrast increases as the pitch is increased;
i.e., it is easier to resolve sparser structures than to resolve
dense structures, as observed qualitatively in the experi-
ments. But it turns out that a quantitative analysis predicts
less footing to occur than we actually observe.

With the image contrast K, we can analyze the resolvabil-
ity of different pitch structures. Using 16 nm pitch HSQ
structures as an example, K was calculated to be �0.8 based
on the measured LSF, as indicated in Fig. 8�b�. With this
image contrast, we can calculate the dependence of
dose�p /2� on dose�0�, shown in Fig. 9. Defining the onset
dose to be Do and the threshold dose to be Dt �at which the
remaining thickness of resist in a macroscopic measurement
would be 75% of the maximum remaining�, from the salty-
development contrast curve �see Ref. 11, as also illustrated in
the inset of Fig. 9�, Dt is estimated to be about 1.5Do.

If we use a working dose Dw, which makes dose�0��Dt

and dose�p /2��Do �see the line segments indicated in a 16
nm pitch line�, by a conventional model we should expect to
obtain resolved structures. For example, in our experiment
for the 16 nm pitch HSQ structure, as shown in Fig. 7c�, the
working dose Dw was �2Dt �Dw was 8 nC/cm, while the
onset dose was �4 nC /cm�, so 16 nm pitch structures
should be clearly resolved; i.e., no residue was predicted to
remain. Using the same analysis process, 12 nm pitch struc-
tures should also be clearly resolved. Moreover, if we can

FIG. 8. �Color online� �a� Schematic diagram to illustrate the dose distribu-
tion at the original position and the center of two lines in designed nested-L
structures; �b� image contrast of dose distribution K as a function of pitch.
use a working dose Dw exactly equal to Dt, a 5 nm pitch
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could be resolvable. However, in our experiments, a 20 nm
pitch pattern was the minimum clearly resolved dimension, a
residue was observed in the 16 nm pitch HSQ structures,
much residue was observed in the 12 nm pitch HSQ struc-
tures, and sub-10 nm pitch structures were almost unresolv-
able. These experimental results suggest that our analysis
model is incomplete.

Two sets of data were used in the above analysis. One was
a dose-distribution calculation by using the measured line-
spread function, and another was a resist-thickness-
remaining calculation by using a measured development con-
trast curve. The dose distribution was reliable because it was
calculated from experimental data. The development contrast
curve was also measured, but only on 10 �m scale
structures.11 The problem may be that 10 �m scale
development-rate data do not describe small-scale high-
density structure development. This effect can be understood
because the actual development process in dense structures
occurred in sub-10 nm grooves, and the development mecha-
nism under this confinement could conceivably be quite dif-
ferent from that in micron-scale structures.

To explain the residue in 16 nm pitch HSQ structures, we
propose a hypothesis below. The dose modulation in dense
structures led to partially cross-linked HSQ in the spacing
between the designed lines. At nanoscale spacings, nano-
grooves will form in the early development process. The
developer may have difficulty diffusing into the nanogrooves
to further develop the partially cross-linked HSQ due to pos-
sible surface charging effects,6 or developed HSQ material
may have difficulty diffusing out of the nanogrooves, so the
development speed would slow down due to mass-transport
limitations.15 These mass-transport limitations would result
in an incomplete development of partially cross-linked HSQ,

FIG. 9. �Color online� Schematic diagram of the relationship dose�p /2� /Do

as a function of dose�0� /Do for pitches of 16, 12, and 5 nm. Inset is the
schematic diagram �not actual data� of the development contrast curve for
HSQ by a salty-development process for 4 min at 24 °C. Do, Dt, and Dw

represent onset dose, threshold dose, and working dose, respectively, where
Dt= �1.5Do obtained from the contrast curve. The line segments in 16 and
12 nm pitch plots were the expected safe-dose regions �or process windows�
for resolved structures. The 5 nm pitch plot suggests that a process window
does not exist for this pitch, and so 5 nm pitch might be the theoretical limit
of this lithographic process, assuming a perfect development process.
so residues were not removed.
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IV. CONCLUSION

We adopted transmission-electron microscopy and
atomic-force microscopy to improve the metrological accu-
racy and analyze the resolution limit of electron-beam lithog-
raphy. With better metrology, we found that sub-5 nm sparse
features could be readily fabricated by electron-beam lithog-
raphy, but dense 16 nm pitch structures were difficult to
yield. By using experimental point- and line-spread functions
for analysis, we inferred that the resolution in fabricating
sub-10 nm half-pitch ultrahigh-density features was prima-
rily limited by the resist-development process.
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